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Abstract — This paper presents an algorithm for completing sensitivity analysis that respects linear con-
straints placed on the associated model’s input parameters. Any sensitivity analysis (linear or nonlinear, local or
global) focuses on measuring the impact of input parameter variations on model responses of interest, which
may require the analyst to execute the model numerous times with different model parameter perturbations. With
the constraints present, the degrees of freedom available for input parameter variations are reduced, and hence
any analysis that changes model parameters must respect these constraints. Focusing here on linear constraints,
earlier work has shown that constraints may be respected in many ways, causing ambiguities, i.e., nonunique-
ness, in the results of a sensitivity analysis, forcing the analyst to introduce dependencies with downstream
analyses, e.g., uncertainty quantification, that employ the sensitivity analysis results. This paper develops the
theoretical details for a new algorithm to select model parameter variations that automatically satisfy linear
constraints resulting in unique results for the sensitivity analysis, thereby removing any custom dependencies
with downstream analyses. To demonstrate the performance of the algorithm, it is applied to solve the multi-
group eigenvalue problem for the multiplication factor in a representative CANDU core-wide model. The model
parameters analyzed are the group prompt neutron fractions, whose summation must be equal to one over all
energy groups. The results indicate that the new algorithm identifies the gradient direction uniquely which
represents the direction of maximum change while satisfying the constraints, thus removing any ambiguities
resulting from the constraints as identified by earlier work.

Keywords — Sensitivity analysis, linear constraint, multigroup eigenvalue problem, CANDU core model.

Note — Some figures may be in color only in the electronic version.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity analysis is an important analysis in many
engineering disciplines as it allows analysts to quantify as
well as prioritize the impact of various model parameters on
a model’s responses of interest.1 The results of sensitivity
analyses are important to a wide range of engineering-
oriented studies such as model optimization, uncertainty
propagation, inference analysis, and experimental design,

etc. The results of a sensitivity analysis are a set of scalar
measures, each associated with a given parameter (or
a group of parameters) that describes the parameter(s)
impact on the response of interest. Depending on the sensi-
tivity analysis approach, the associated measures can be
grouped in various formats, e.g., vectors, matrices, tensors,
multidimensional tables, etc.

The literature is replete with many approaches for sensi-
tivity analyses that can be classified in many different ways,
e.g., deterministic versus stochastic, local versus global, for-
ward versus adjoint, etc.2–6 Common to all approaches is the*E-mail: abdelkhalik@purdue.edu
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need to prepare multiple sets of model parameter perturba-
tions, e.g., whereby each set perturbs a single parameter,
a group of parameters, or all parameters using deterministic
or randomized strategies. For forward-based sensitivity
analyses,1 the perturbed sets of model parameters are
employed to execute the model multiple times with the
response variations recorded for later extraction of sensitivity
measures. For adjoint-based sensitivity analyses,5,6 the per-
turbations are employed in inner-product-like formulas—
thereby precluding the need for model re-
execution—containing both the forward and adjoint solutions
to estimate the sensitivity measures.

Mathematically, a general model that reads n input para-
meters and calculates a given response ymay be described by

y ¼ f xð Þ ¼ f x½ �1; x½ �2; . . . ; x½ �n
� �

; ð1Þ

where x 2 R
n is a vector that lives in an n dimensional

space, such that its i’th component [x]i represents the i’th
model input parameter, i.e.,

x ¼ x½ �1 x½ �2 . . . x½ �n½ �T ;

where the y represents the model response of interest,
which can be a vector as well, however, the discussion
here is limited to a single response with the generalization
being a straightforward step.

The distribution of the inputs, fully described by their
joint probability density function, is crucial for accurate
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis since the output varia-
bility directly depends on it. In most practical applications,
however, only very limited information is available about
the input uncertainties. Very often complete independence is
assumed and all variables are considered Gaussian. For
certain parameters in reactor physics, this is a reasonable
assumption, e.g., fuel rod dimension uncertainties due to
manufacturing tolerances can safely be assumed to be inde-
pendent from the uncertainties of thermal conductivity
values. For other parameters, however, independence is
obviously not true. It is well established, for example, that
group cross sections are heavily correlated, thus in any
accurate uncertainty analysis these correlations must be
accounted for. To accommodate this, cross-section data
libraries typically contain cross-section values along with
their covariance matrix, which then can be used with stan-
dard sampling techniques to generate random samples of the
cross sections respecting their correlations, to be used sub-
sequently in uncertainty propagation.

The marginal distribution of inputs and their correla-
tions, however, do not provide all information about the

joint probability density function. Moreover, while corre-
lations are available for certain inputs, for several clearly
correlated parameters they are not. Constrained inputs
often fall into this category, where the constraint itself
is well known, but the correlation is not. In reactor
physics several such situations arise. The most well-
known and studied example is the energy spectrum of
fission and delayed neutrons, where the constraint is that
they have to sum up to unity, but their exact correlations
are unavailable.7 Isotope abundances of a certain
element7,8 represent the same issue, as do most distribu-
tion-type quantities, such as energy and angle distribu-
tions, fuel-channelwise power distribution in a core,9 or
the volume, mass, and density of a certain region.

These problems have three main issues in common.
First, for accurate uncertainty analysis and safety assess-
ment it is clearly critical to correctly take these correlations
into account. Second, most often only the marginal distribu-
tions are known, but not the correlations. Last, contrary to
the correlations, the constraints are typically well known
and are available as relatively simple analytical expressions.
Since the constraints induce correlations between the inputs
that must be taken into account, a unified, unambiguous
methodology to handle such situations is clearly of great
interest, providing the main motivation for our research.

The constraints are described by a set of linear equa-
tions as follows:

Ax ¼ b ; ð2Þ

where A 2 R
m�n is a rectangular-wide matrix, such

that m, the number of constraints, is less than n. The
goal is to design model parameter perturbations Δx that
can be used to complete the sensitivity analysis while
satisfying the constraints, i.e.,

A xþ Δxð Þ ¼ b ! AΔx ¼ 0 : ð3Þ

Equation (3) implies that all model parameter perturbations
that satisfy the constraints must be in the null space of the
matrix A. In other words, all perturbations must be orthogo-
nal to the row space of the matrix A. The row space of the
matrix A is spanned by its m rows, meaning that the null
space of A has n-m degrees of freedom. This further implies
that the parameter perturbations can only have up to
n-m degrees of freedom. Thus, to best cover this space with
parameter perturbations in support of a sensitivity analysis,
this work proposes to perturb the parameters along these
n-m degrees of freedom. This can be seamlessly achieved
by first finding a basis for the null space of A, followed by
perturbing the parameters along each vector in this basis.
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To limit the scope of this paper, the presentation
below will focus on a local deterministic sensitivity ana-
lysis. Nevertheless, the basic idea of the proposed algo-
rithm is applicable to other sensitivity analysis
approaches as long as they involve the perturbation of
model parameters in search of sensitivity information.
First, consider a linear sensitivity analysis where the
sensitivity measures are represented by a vector of
n numbers, each corresponding to one of n input model
parameters and representing an estimate of the first-order
partial derivative of the model response of interest with
respect to the respective parameter. In a linear local
sensitivity analysis, the goal is to estimate the so-called
gradient vector, described by

g ¼ �y ¼ qy
q x½ �1

qy
q x½ �2 . . . qy

q x½ �n

h iT
; ð4Þ

where qy
q x½ �1 is the partial derivative of the response y with

respect to the i’th model parameter. In this context, line-
arity does not imply the model is linear. Instead, it means
that the estimate of the sensitivity measure is based on the
linear portion of the model response variations with
respect to the model parameters. In higher-order sensitiv-
ity analyses, one includes higher-order derivatives as
additional measures for sensitivity. For example, in
a second-order sensitivity analysis, one generally calcu-
lates, in addition to first-order derivatives, all second-
order derivatives of the form:

q2y
q x½ �i x½ �j

;

where both i and j go from 1 to n, bringing the total
number of sensitivity measures to

nþ n nþ 1ð Þ
2

;

with the first term representing the n first-order derivatives
with respect to the n model parameters, and the second
term counts all the second-order terms.

In a forward-based sensitivity analysis employing
one-at-a-time perturbations, these derivatives can be
calculated using finite differencing as follows1:

This implies the need for n model executions, wherein
each execution perturbs a single model parameter by a
preset amount Δi. Methods exist to select the optimum
size of this perturbation to ensure it is not too small to
avoid contaminating the results by numerical noise or not
too large to ensure local function variations are captured.

In applying these perturbations, one must ensure that
the constraints in Eqs. (2) and (3) are satisfied. This leads
to an ambiguous situation because say in the first pertur-
bation, i = 1, where the first parameter is perturbed and
one has a single constraint as in Eq. (2), one would need
to adjust the other n-1 variables to ensure the single
constraint equation is satisfied.7 This can be achieved in
an infinite number of ways because a single equation with
n-1 unknowns is an underdetermined problem with an
infinite number of solutions.

Earlier work has identified this problem of ambiguity
and has proposed a set of custom recipes to adjust the
remaining parameters in order to satisfy the constraints,
while also demonstrating some of the limitations of these
recipes.7 The challenge with a recipe-based approach is
that each recipe will result in a different estimate of the
sensitivity measures, which is likely to impact the results
of any subsequent downstream analysis employing these
measures. Thus, there exists a need to select parameter
perturbations in some way that leads to unique results for
the sensitivity measures representing the output of the
sensitivity analysis.

Before discussing the details of this proposed algo-
rithm, a general overview of sensitivity analysis
approaches is given in Sec. II, highlighting their common
need for a set of model parameter perturbations. Next,
Sec. III explains the proposed idea in the context of
a locally linear sensitivity analysis. Section IV demon-
strates applicability to a representative core-wide pro-
blem. Finally, concluding remarks and future work are
provided in Sec. V.

II. BACKGROUND ON SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivity analysis is a key mathematical analysis that
supports a wide range of engineering activities, including the
identification of main sources of uncertainties, selection of
best strategies for minimizing uncertainties, determining the

qy
q x½ �i

¼ f x½ �1; x½ �2; ::; x½ �i þ Δi; ::; x½ �n
� �� f x½ �1; x½ �2; ::; x½ �i; ::; x½ �n

� �
Δi

; with i ¼ 1; . . . ; n : ð5Þ
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best approaches for optimizing the system economy, and
supporting safety analysis calculations.1,3 At its core, sensi-
tivity analysis is a mathematical approach that allows the
analyst to determine how a model’s calculated output results
are impacted by its input parameters. When sensitivity ana-
lysis results are combined with parameter uncertainties, the
analyst can determine the uncertainties of the model output
results and identify key sources of uncertainties. When these
results are subsequently combined with real measurements
for system responses, the analyst can devise inference algo-
rithms to improve the predictive ability of the model by
adjusting model parameters to correct for the observed dis-
crepancies between model predictions and measurements.10

The last two decades have witnessed a resurgence in
the interest of performing sensitivity analyses and other
dependent analyses,11–14 e.g., uncertainty analysis and
inference, for a wide range of existing as well as
advanced reactor systems. There is a strong consensus
in the nuclear community that sensitivity analyses and
other dependent analyses can support many activities,
including scoping-type design activities, optimization of
experimental programs in support of model validation,
optimizing operation leading to better system economy,
and supporting the regulatory process by identifying key
sources of uncertainties. Given its value to many engi-
neering analyses, sensitivity analysis results must be cal-
culated with care to ensure the reliability of downstream
calculations.

There are two main approaches for representing the
results of sensitivity analysis: derivative-based and impor-
tance-based approaches, sometimes also referred to as local
and global sensitivity analysis. The local derivative-based
approach employs the calculus definition of derivatives as
a measure for the impact of each model parameter on the
response of interest.15 The approach is denoted “local”
because the derivatives are approximated around
a reference point for the parameters. The disadvantage of
this approach is that if the model is nonlinear, knowing the
derivatives at a given point may not provide adequate infor-
mation on the behavior of the model for the range of
expected parameter variations.

On the other hand, the global importance-based
approach measures a parameter impact in terms of its
contribution to the total variations in the response of
interest.1 The idea here is to perturb the model parameters
within ranges defined by their prior uncertainties, and
then to execute the model many times to estimate the
variance in the responses of interest. From that, one can
estimate the portion of that variation that is associated
with each parameter or group of parameters. These mea-
sures do not allow one to capture the local variations in

the model responses due to variations in the parameters.
Instead they provide average behavior over the range of
variations as determined by the prior uncertainties. The
calculated sensitivity measures are generally different for
both the local and global approaches. Nevertheless, they
can be shown to be equal for special cases where the
model is linear and all parameters are independent with
equal ranges of variations.

The local sensitivity analysis approach employs two
key implementation strategies, i.e., forward- and adjoint-
based, whereas the global sensitivity analysis relies only
the forward-based implementation; see Ref. 3 for a brief
tutorial. In a forward implementation, the model is
employed directly after perturbing its input parameters
and re-executing the model and recording the variations
in the responses of interest from some reference execu-
tion employing reference values for the model para-
meters. In an adjoint implementation, the analyst must
develop a new model representing the mathematical dual
of the forward model equations, which produces a new
state variable, called the adjoint solution, as opposed to
the forward solution. Both the adjoint and forward solu-
tions can be combined together via inner product opera-
tion to estimate the derivatives of select model response
with respect to its model parameters. In this inner product
formulation, one has to change one parameter at a time to
estimate the derivative of the response with respect to the
given parameter. Thus, essentially a forward-based
approach is employed to calculate the derivatives, but
applied on the inner product formulation rather than the
original model. The cost of re-executing the inner product
formulation is far less expensive than re-execution of the
original model, which renders the adjoint-based methods
superior to forward-based methods for the evaluation of
first-order derivatives when the number of model para-
meters is very high. The adjoint implementation, how-
ever, is challenged by the fact that one needs an adjoint
model execution for each response of interest, which
renders the forward-based method superior for models
with many responses. Hybrid methods have also been
developed to combine the advantages of the forward
and adjoint methods and circumvent their limitations.16

III. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED
ALGORITHM

The idea behind the proposed algorithm starts with
the definition of the gradient given in Eq. (4). This
definition implies that one can write the gradient as
follows:
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g ¼ α1e1 þ α2e2 þ . . .þ αnen ;

where ei ¼ 0; 0; . . . ; 1; . . . ; 0½ � 2 R
n is a standard basis

vector of all zeros, except 1 in the i’th component, and

αi ¼ qy
q x½ �i

;

which may be rewritten as

αi ¼ qy
q x½ �i

¼ qy
qei

¼ f xþ Δieið Þ � f xð Þ
Δi

:

In this representation, the n standard vectors represent an
orthonormal basis for the model parameter space, which is an
n-dimensional space, and the αi is the derivative of the func-
tion along the i’th vector of this basis, hence the notation of
qy=qei, which highlights the notion of calculating the deriva-
tive along a direction. Interestingly, this represents a special
case of a more general definition of the gradient of a general
function16 given by

g ¼ αq1q1 þ αq2q2 þ . . .þ αqnqn ; ð6Þ

where q1; ::::; qnf g is any set of n orthonormal vectors, and
the coefficients are the directional derivatives of the function
along these vectors. A directional derivative, say along the qi
direction, is described by

αqi ¼
qy
qqi

¼ f xþ Δiqið Þ � f xð Þ
Δqi

: ð7Þ

This representation implies that the gradient, which is
a unique direction in the space representing the direction
of maximum change, can be calculated using any basis,
as long as it is an orthonormal basis and it covers the
allowable degrees of freedom for parameter variations.

To illustrate how this observation represents the basis
for the proposed algorithm, a simple case is considered
first. Consider a single constraint of the form: x½ �1 ¼ b.
This constraint implies that the first component of x is set
to a fixed value b. This constraint may be written as
eT1 x ¼ b, which may be interpreted as the component of
x along e1 must be fixed to the b value. In this simple
case, a forward linear sensitivity analysis would simply
avoid perturbing the first parameter in order to satisfy the
constraint, and the resulting gradient would be

gc ¼ �y ¼ 0;
qy
q x½ �2

; . . . ;
qy
q x½ �n

� �T
;

where the subscript c denotes the gradient is constrained.
This result means the function is not sensitive to the first
parameter, which is simply because of the constraint that
the function is not allowed to change along the direction
e1. This observation leads naturally to the proposed algo-
rithm where first one needs to identify a basis for the
vectors representing the row space of the constraint equa-
tions. Next, satisfying the constraints reduces to first
assigning zero derivatives to each vector in this basis.
Second, the remaining directions, i.e., orthogonal to the
identified basis, are searched for sensitivity information
using a directional sensitivity analysis approach as
implied by Eqs. (6) and (7). Effectively, this implies
recasting the sensitivity analysis to look for sensitivity
information along an effective subspace with less degrees
of freedom than the total number of parameters. These
degrees of freedom are free to change in a sensitivity
analysis since their variations do not violate the
constraints.

Consider the set of constraints in Eq. (2), a basis for
the row space of A is given by a QR decomposition of

AT ¼ QARA ; ð8Þ

where QA has m columns spanning the row space of A:

QA ¼ qA;1 qA;2 . . . qA;m½ � 2 Rn�m :

From Eq. (3), considering that RT
A is an m × m nonsingular

we gain:

AΔx ¼ 0 ! QT
AΔx ¼ 0;

qTA;iΔx ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m :
ð9Þ

Equation (9) means that allowable parameter perturba-
tions, i.e., the effective sensitivity analysis degrees of
freedom, must all be orthogonal to the m columns of
the matrix QA, i.e., the row space of the matrix A.
Since the whole space has n dimensions and the row
subspace of A has m dimensions, the remaining orthogo-
nal subspace has n-m dimensions, which may be spanned
by an orthonormal basis of the form:

q1; . . . ; qn�mf g ;

where

QT
Aqi ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n� m ;

and the resulting constrained gradient would be given by
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gc ¼ αq1q1 þ . . .þ αqn�mqn�m :

Notice that this gradient does not have any components along
the columns of theQA matrix in order to satisfy the constraint.
Thus, to estimate the gradient, one needs to find a set of
n-m directions (referred to as the sensitivity analysis effective
degrees of freedom) that are orthonormal and all orthogonal
to the row space ofA. This is a straightforward linear algebra
exercise that can be done using a simple projection operation
as follows. First, create an orthogonal projector P:

P ¼ I�QAQ
T
A :

This is a standard orthogonal projection operator that takes
any vector x and extracts the component that’s orthogonal to
the subspace R QAð Þ spanned by the columns of QA, i.e.,
Px?RðQAÞ, as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows a three-
dimensional parameter space, with the black arrow represent-
ing the direction of a single constraint denoted by the
constraint subspace, in this case of single dimension, corre-
sponding tom= 1. The blue outlined subspace represents the
remaining directions over which sensitivity information can
be collected, denoted by the sensitivity subspace. To find the
sensitivity subspace, one throws a random direction x and
removes the component along the constraint subspace using
the projectorP. This ensures the constraint is satisfied because
the remaining component Px becomes orthogonal to the
constraint subspace. If this process is repeated n-m times,
i.e., two times in this n = 3 dimensional example, one can
find n-m random directions that span the sensitivity subspace.
An application of the QR algorithm to these random
directions can identify an orthonormal set of n-m vectors
suitable to identify the gradient as implied by Eq. (6).

Hence the overall algorithm is summarized as
follows:

1. Starting with the linear constraints defined by
matrix A, calculate QA such that: AT ¼ QARA. Each col-
umn of the QA matrix refers to a direction along which
a zero derivative is assigned since it describes a direction
along which parameter perturbations are not allowed.

2. Generate a random matrix X 2 Rn�ðn�mÞ, with each
entry being normally distributed with unity variance and
zero mean, i.e., n-m random and unconstrained realiza-
tions of the n input parameters.

3. Calculate PX, i.e., the projection of the randomly
generated inputs to the active subspace containing
n-m realizations of input perturbations each satisfying
the constraints.

4. Calculate Q such that QR = PX (QR decomposi-
tion of the projected inputs).

5. Let Q ¼ q1 q2 :::: qn�m½ �. Each one of these
directions refers to one of the n-m effective degrees of free-
dom that are to be explored by the sensitivity analysis.

6. Calculate the directional derivative along qi with
step size Δqi as

αqi ¼
qy
qqi

¼ f xþ Δqiqi
� �� f xð Þ

Δqi
; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n� m :

7. Calculate the gradient as

gc ¼
Xn�m

i¼1

αqiqi :

This algorithm can be verified by repeated execution,
each time starting with different random matrix X. The
success criteria are two part. First, the algorithm must
produce the same gradient regardless of the starting ran-
dom matrix X. Second, the resulting direction must be the
direction of maximum change. These success criteria are
employed in Sec. IV to test the proposed algorithm.

Next, notice that the algorithm and explanation have
been written based on absolute perturbation so far. The
sensitivity analysis, however, can be implemented based on
either absolute or relative parameter perturbations. Absolute
parameter perturbations are implemented by adjusting the
parameters according to x½ �pi¼ x½ �iþΔi, whereas relative per-
turbations are introduced via x½ �pi¼ x½ �i 1þ Δið Þ, where the
superscript p denotes the perturbed value for the i’th input
parameter. Relative perturbations allow the analyst to calcu-
late derivatives in unit-less form, whereas absolute perturba-
tions tie the derivatives to the parameter units. The relative

Fig. 1. Relationship between sensitivity and constraint
subspaces.
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approach is typically preferred for two reasons. First, when
the parameters are markedly different in scale, e.g., differing
in value by several orders of magnitude, it makes the com-
parison of the derivatives difficult. Second, when developing
automated recipes for perturbing parameters it is simpler to
work with relative perturbations, which allows for a generic
perturbation approach that is agnostic to the parameter units
and hence can be applied to any set of parameters.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

The beginning of this section describes the model
employed to demonstrate the application of the proposed
sensitivity analysis. The rest of this section describes the
numerical results. The CANDU-6 core model is
employed as a test case study. The lattice physics calcula-
tions are performed using the NEWT sequence in the
SCALE suite,17 and the core-wide calculations are done
using the NESTLE-C core simulator.18 The focus is on
performing sensitivity analysis of the keff of the core-wide
model with respect to the prompt neutron fractions as
condensed in the few-group format that is input to the
core simulator. Two different group structures, i.e., 4G
and 8G, are employed to test the proposed algorithm.19

The CANDU-6 core is a single lattice–type with 37 fuel
elements containing natural uranium in Zircaloy20 with
heavy water serving as both coolant and moderator. The
heavy water inside the pressure tubes serves as the coolant
at a temperature of 563 K, and the heavy water outside the
pressure tubes acts as moderator at a temperature of 341 K.
The detailed fuel bundle dimensions are given in Table I.

In the pressure tube, the fuel pins are surrounded by
the cladding, and beyond the cladding there are three
rings. The pressure tube is surrounded by a calandria
tube, but there is a small gap, which is modeled as

vacuum for present purposes, between the pressure and
calandria tubes. The SCALE code is employed to gener-
ate the few-group cross sections for the CANDU-6 lat-
tice. A representative schematic of the lattice as generated
by SCALE is shown in Fig. 2. The cross-section group
structure employed is shown in Table II.

The CANDU-6 core consists of 190 horizontal fuel
channels, each comprised of 12 fuel bundles.21 The adjus-
ter rods are perpendicular to the fuel channels in three
rows of seven at z = 217.49, 297.18, and 377.18 cm,
where z = 0 is the exterior boundary of the first axial
plane. These rods extend six lattice pitches from the
plane of symmetry and contain a solid stainless steel
cylinder (shim) that is located in the center of a stainless
steel tube. The shim and tube have two vertical segments,
each 87.725 and 171.45 cm long from the midplane. The
detailed dimensions are given in Table III. The shim and
tube assembly are surrounded by a zirconium guide tube.
The gaps between the shim and the tube are filled with
a heavy water. The reference channel burnup and power
distributions are shown, respectively, in Figs. 3 and 4.

The numerical results are designed to demonstrate the
application of the proposed algorithm using a forward-based
implementation of the sensitivity analysis, relying on the use
of a finite differencing operator as implied by Eq. (7). To
achieve this, the optimum finite differencing step is first
calculated, as required by finite differencing techniques.
Next, the algorithm is tested with two different group struc-
tures to calculate the derivative of the critical eigenvalue, i.e.,
multiplication factor, with respect to the parameters charac-
terizing the prompt fission spectrum. The prompt fission
spectrum is described in a continuous form using the χ Eð Þ
function such that χ Eð ÞdE estimates the fraction of fission
neutrons released within dE. In energy-group representation,
the fission spectrum is described using an n dimensional
vector, where the i’th component represents the fraction of
neutrons emitted in the i’th group. The models employed in
this study use the following values for the fission spectra in
the 4G and 8G groups, respectively:

χ4G ¼ 0:96598 0:02402 0:00500 0:00500½ �T

and

χ8G ¼ 0:3599 0:4062 0:1998 0:0187 0:0053 0:0050½
0:0025 0:0025�T :

Regarding the finite differencing step, the goal is to
determine the optimum step size Δqi for each of the qi
directions. The optimality attempts to find a tradeoff

TABLE I

Fuel Bundle Dimensions*

Fuel pin outer radius 0.6103
Clad outer radius 0.6522
Rod length 49.5260
Ring 1 radius 1.4480
Ring 2 radius 2.8755
Ring 3 radius 4.3305
Pressure tube inner radius 5.1689
Pressure tube outer radius 5.6032
Calandria tube inner radius 6.4478
Calandria tube outer radius 6.5875
Radial (x-y) lattice pitch 28.5750
Axial (z) lattice pitch 49.5300

*All units in centimeters.
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between a step size too small that may cause numerical
errors and too big that may not be able to capture local
variations. This can be achieved by executing the code
with the following perturbations:

qy
qqi

¼ f xþ εqið Þ � f xð Þ
ε

:

This expression implies calculating the directional directive
of the function along the direction qi, with the size of the
perturbation being equal to ε. Different values for ε can be
employed and a plot of the derivative versus ε can reveal the
optimum value Δqi . This process should be repeated for each
direction qi since the ideal finite differencing step may in
general be different.

Figure 5 shows a representative result for this analysis
for the q1 direction in the 8Gmodel. Results indicate that 0.1
< ε < 10 is an acceptable step size for a sensitivity analysis
based on relative parameter perturbations 0.01 < ε < 1.0 for
absolute perturbations. Similar step sizes for all other direc-
tions have been identified in the same way.

To test the algorithm, it is repeated with different
random matrix X for both the 4G and 8G models to
ensure the same gradient is calculated. The algorithm
is demonstrated below using absolute perturbations of
the fission spectrum parameters for the 4G case.

Random generate a matrix of candidate perturbationX:

X ¼
�0:7905 0:0819 �1:3873
�1:1625 0:0839 �0:1486
0:3457 0:3475 �2:0856
�0:6463 0:1356 0:7771

2
664

3
775 :

Fig. 2. CANDU-6 lattice model.

TABLE II

Energy Group Boundaries for Core Model

Few-Group Structure Boundaries (MeV)

Four group (4G) 6.25E−7
1.22E−4
2.00E−1

Eight group (8G) 1.00E−7
6.26E−7
1.22E−4
9.50E−3
2.00E−1
9.50E−1
2.3540

TABLE III

Adjuster Rod Dimensions*

Inner Element
(0.000 to
85.725 cm)

Outer Element
(85.725 to
171.450 cm)

Shim outer radius 0.650 0.710
Steel tube inner radius 3.607 3.607
Steel tube outer radius 3.725 3.690
Guide tube inner radius 4.519 4.519
Guide tube outer radius 4.572 4.572

*All units in centimeters.
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These candidate perturbations do not satisfy the con-
straint given by (after normalization to have unit norm)

QA ¼ 0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5½ �T ! QAk k ¼ 1:0 ;

that is to say QT
AX � 0 as required by Eq. (3).

Per the proposed algorithm, the associated projection
matrix for the perturbations is given by

P ¼
0:7500 �0:2500 �0:2500 �0:2500
�0:2500 0:7500 �0:2500 �0:2500
�0:2500 �0:2500 0:7500 �0:2500
�0:2500 �0:2500 �0:2500 0:7500

2
664

3
775 :

The projected perturbations are given by

PX ¼
�0:2271 �0:0803 �0:6762
�0:5991 �0:0784 0:5625
0:9091 0:1853 �1:3745
�0:0829 �0:0266 1:4882

2
664

3
775 :

Note that each column in this matrix represents pertur-
bations that satisfy the constraint. Next, these columns
are orthonormalized using a QR decomposition yield-
ing three orthonormal directions that are orthogonal to
the constraint:

Q ¼
�0:2036 0:6901 �0:4820
�0:5372 �0:6526 �0:1887
0:8151 �0:2392 �0:1682
�0:0743 0:2017 0:8389

2
664

3
775 :

Fig. 3. Reference channel burnup distribution.
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Next the model is executed three additional times, where
each time the four parameters are perturbed by the indi-
vidual components of each of the three columns in the
Q matrix after scaling them by the optimum scaling
parameters identified before. For the 4G case with abso-
lute perturbations, the optimum scaling parameter is
given by 0.1.

The resulting derivatives of keff along each of the
three directions are given by

qy
qq

¼ 0:3278 0:3163 0:1023½ � pcm :

Finally, the reconstructed gradient in terms of the original
four parameters is given by

gc ¼ �0:0341 �0:0575 0:0019 0:0897½ � :

To test the stability of our methodology, the same pro-
cess was repeated several times starting with different
random X matrices, producing the following representa-
tive results:

gc1 ¼ �0:0344 �0:0576 0:0020 0:0900½ � ;

gc2 ¼ �0:0343 �0:0577 0:0020 0:0900½ � ;

gc3 ¼ �0:0341 �0:0578 0:0019 0:0900½ � ;

and

gc4 ¼ �0:0339 �0:0575 0:0018 0:0896½ � :

Next, a representative set of results for the 8G case is
given below:

Fig. 4. Reference channel power distribution.
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Fig. 5. Derivative plots with different ε values.
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X ¼

�0:0482 1:1818 1:0181 �1:8606 0:0699 1:4146 1:0237
1:6049 �0:5244 �1:0753 0:8695 0:7061 �1:4778 0:1162
0:0754 1:1611 �0:8535 �1:1365 0:3430 �2:0364 0:0470
�0:3883 �0:1582 0:0285 �0:8927 0:0157 0:8700 �0:3062
�0:7077 1:0138 �1:1207 �0:1158 �1:6396 0:5390 �0:7065
0:4684 �0:6067 �0:9064 0:5320 �0:2310 �0:4603 0:3251
�0:0223 0:0190 1:1880 �0:1675 0:1010 1:6377 �1:2673
0:8288 0:3675 �1:2313 �0:1572 0:8329 0:0985 0:1534

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
;

QA ¼ 0:3536 0:3536 0:3536 0:3536 0:3536 0:3536 0:3536 0:3536½ � ;

P ¼

0:8750 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250
�0:1250 0:8750 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250
�0:1250 �0:1250 0:8750 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250
�0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 0:8750 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250
�0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 0:8750 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250
�0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 0:8750 �0:1250 �0:1250
�0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 0:8750 �0:1250
�0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 �0:1250 0:8750

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

;

PX ¼

�0:2746 0:8626 1:3872 �1:4945 0:0451 1:3415 1:1005
1:3785 �0:7437 �0:7062 1:2356 0:6813 �1:5510 0:1931
�0:1510 0:8419 �0:4845 �0:7704 0:3183 �2:1096 0:1238
�0:6147 �0:4775 0:3975 �0:5266 �0:0090 0:7968 �0:2294
�0:9341 0:6945 �0:7516 0:2503 �1:6643 0:4659 �0:6297
0:2420 �0:9259 �0:5374 0:8981 �0:2558 �0:5334 0:4019
�0:2487 �0:3002 1:5571 0:1986 0:0762 1:5646 �1:1905
0:6024 0:0483 �0:8622 0:2089 0:8082 0:0253 0:2303

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

;



Fig. 6. keff variations along randomized parameter directions versus angle with calculated gradient.
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Q ¼

�0:1421 �0:4387 0:5533 �0:2124 �0:5142 0:1794 0:1207
0:7136 0:0322 �0:0107 0:1856 �0:2482 �0:1827 �0:4849
�0:0781 �0:4636 �0:1918 �0:2381 0:3450 �0:6576 0:0953
�0:3182 0:4745 �0:0025 �0:5693 0:0757 0:0731 �0:4621
�0:4835 �0:1378 �0:4908 0:5166 �0:2396 0:1479 �0:1876
0:1253 0:4868 �0:2132 �0:0522 �0:3089 �0:1511 0:6752
�0:1287 0:2567 0:5699 0:5025 0:4532 �0:0769 0:0627
0:3118 �0:2112 �0:2141 �0:1327 0:4370 0:6678 0:1818

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
;

dy
dq

¼ 0:225 0:118 0:633 0:516 0:723 0:910 0:743½ � pcm ;

gc ¼ 0:0049 �0:0453 �0:0599 �0:0533 �0:0357 0:0060 0:0937 0:0895½ � ;

gc1 ¼ 0:0049 �0:0452 �0:0599 �0:0534 �0:0358 0:0060 0:0938 0:0895½ � ;

gc2 ¼ 0:0049 �0:0453 �0:0599 �0:0534 �0:0358 0:0061 0:0938 0:0896½ � ;

gc3 ¼ 0:0049 �0:0452 �0:0599 �0:0534 �0:0358 0:0061 0:0938 0:0896½ � ;
and

gc4 ¼ 0:0049 �0:0453 �0:0599 �0:0534 �0:0358 0:0061 0:0938 0:0896½ � :

Another test for the calculated gradient is conducted next. By definition, the gradient is expected to coincide with the
direction that results in themaximumchange. This basic criterion can be used to devise the next test. The idea is to generatemany
candidate perturbations and force them to satisfy the constraints using one of the recipes proposed in earlier work, for example,
the “full normalization” approach is selected herein. The code is executed with this perturbation, and the angle between the
selected perturbation and the calculated gradient is calculated. This angle is plotted against the change in keff scaled down by the
Euclidean norm of the perturbation for a number of randomly generated perturbations as shown in Fig. 6. A cosine function, in
orange, is superimposed on the plot for illustration. The results are consistent with one’s expectation about the definition of the
gradient, which produces the maximum change in the quantity of interest for all perturbations of the same Euclidean norm.



V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an algorithm to support the con-
duction of constrained sensitivity analysis when the con-
straints are described using linear equations. This
algorithm allows one to generate perturbations for model
parameters, as required by sensitivity analysis, that do not
have any components that violate the constraint equations.
The idea is to calculate a projection operator that retains
only components that satisfy the constraints. Theoretical
developments have demonstrated that a problem with
n model parameters and m constraints can be recast into
a problem with only n-m effective model parameters,
referred to as degrees of freedom, that can be perturbed
freely as required by sensitivity analysis. The derivatives
are calculated with respect to these n-m degrees of free-
dom, and via a simple transformation, the derivatives can
be represented back in terms of the original parameters.
Numerical results were presented to support the proposed
algorithm. Future work will focus on employing the pro-
posed constraint sensitivity analysis to complete other
supporting engineering analyses, e.g., uncertainty and
inference analyses.
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